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Abstract 

This paper will provide a brief history of networking, noting the transition from disjoint net
work infrastructure and media to the emerging integrated broadband networks. The current 
state of affairs and significant challenges in deploying a broadband Global Information Infra
structure based on ATM and B-ISDN will be discussed. Even if we solve all the hard technical 
problems and practical challenges associated with this, all we have provided is an integrated 
network infrastructure that is capable of transporting high bandwidth. We still have not solved 
the latency problem (bandwidth-x-delay product) for WAN applications, or provided for the 
delivery of this bandwidth to the applications through the host architecture and operating sys
tems. The sorts of emerging applications we must support, and some of the challenges, issues, 
and areas of research that remain at the end system to support these new applications will be 
described. Finally, some of the research directions to be pursued will be briefly touched upon. 
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1. A Brief History of Networking 

The history of networking and communications can be divided it into three generations, 
which have distinctly differing characteristics in terms of the scope of users and applications, 
and the integration of differing applications and media. 

1.1 First Generation 

The first generation lasted through roughly the 1970's and is characterised by three distinct 
categories: voice communication, entertainment, and data networking, each of which was car
ried by a different infrastructure. Voice communication was either analog circuit switched 
wireline telephony or analog radio transmission. Entertainment was carried by free space 
broadcast radio and television. Data communications was the latest entrant, and provided only 
a means to connect terminals to a host, either by serial link local communications (such as RS-
232 or BSC) or by modem long haul connections over telephone lines for remote access. 
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1.2 Second Generation 

In roughly the 1980's a dramatic jump in the types and scope of networking occurred, but 
the three categories of communication (voice, entertainment, and data) remained relatively dis
tinct. This period took us from the experimental ARPANET to the ubiquitous Internet. 

While the end user of the voice network generally continued to use analog telephone sets, 
the internal network switches and trunks became largely digital. Additionally, there was wide
spread deployment of digital PBXs (private branch exchange telephone switches). Mobile 
communications emerged in form of cellular telephony. 

There were two significant additions to the entertainment category: the wide scale deploy
ment of cable networks for entertainment video, and the emergence of BBS (bulletin board 
systems) and consumer online services (such as America Online, CompuServe, and Prodigy). 

The growth in data networking during this period was significant, incorporating file trans
fer, remote login, and electronic mail. In the local area, shared media Ethernet and token ring 
networks allowed clusters of workstations and PCs to network with file and compute servers. 
In the wide area, store-and-forward packet routers formed the backbone of the Internet, with 
wide scale research and university access. 

At the same time, but relatively distinct from this, connection oriented corporate networks 
using protocols such as BNA, DECNET, and SNA were deployed, along with the deployment 
of public X.25 networks (used primarily as corporate virtual private networks). Thus, even 
within data networking there were multiple incompatible architectures and poorly intercon
nected networks. 

1.3 Third Generation 

The first distinguishing characteristic of the third generation, which we are just beginning to 
enter, is an integration of the voice, entertainment, and data networking categories. Integrated 
media communication (data, voice, and video) runs over the same fast cell switched networks 
in LANs, MANs, and WANs, which will further enable applications utilising mixed media. 

The second characteristic is in the scope of access: universal consumer access to the GIT 
(global information infrastructure). This is beginning to occur with the emergence of public 
access internet service providers, as well as the gatewaying of the consumer online services to 
the Internet. The Internet is currently seeing an explosion in the number of users due to this, 
and some applications, such as Usenet news are becoming visibly stressed. 

2. B-ISDN, ATM and Broadband Networking 

The broadband network infrastructure will be constructed using B-ISDN and ATM as the 
core technology. We will briefly examine what B-ISDN and ATM are, what some of the desir-
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able and undesirable characteristics are, and why they will succeed as the underlying technol
ogy for the broadband Global Information Infrastructure. 

2.1 B-ISDN and ATM 

B-ISDN (broadband integrated services digital network) is relatively easy to define: emerg
ing ITU and ANSI standard compliant networks which support rates in excess of the N-ISDN 
(narrow band ISDN) primary rate of 64 kbps data channels, and use asynchronous transfer 
mode cell relay as the underlying network technology. B-ISDN tends to imply emphasis on 
public networks. 

ATM (asynchronous transfer mode) is technically just the statistical multiplexing scheme of 
packets or fixed size cells, but in common use refers to the emerging switches, networks, pro
tocols, and control mechanisms that use ATM relay of small fixed size cells for the network 
layer transport of data. In particular, ATM is used in the context of cell relay LANs in addition 
to wide area public networks. 

So in general, B-ISDN and ATM are similar in use, and really refer to broadband network
ing based on ATM cell relay. Due to the over use and misuse of "ATM", the term "broadband 
networking" will be generally used after this section. 

2.2 Desirable Characteristics of B-ISDN and ATM 

There are a number of desirable characteristics of B-ISDN and ATM, based on fast cell 
switching technology. The network permits an arbitrary mesh topology of point-to-point links 
between switches. This allows the network to be flexible, scalable, and fault tolerant. The 
switches can be designed to be highly scalable, and growing the network consists of scaling the 
switches and corresponding links without the constraints of shared medium networks, such as 
rings or busses. We can use an arbitrary topology to construct giganode networks using the 
hierarchical organisations that will be required to reasonably address and manage them. 

B-ISDN and ATM networks are connection oriented, allowing QoS (quality of service) 
guarantees (which is not to say either that this is easy to do in practise, or that QoS guarantees 
are impossible in connectionless networks). The routing overhead is performed via connection 
setup, allowing the per cell routing to be done easily in hardware as a simple table lookup. 
Finally, datagram service can be provided over a permanent connection set overlay for the pur
pose. 

A significant advantage of B-ISDN and ATM networks is that the standards have been 
designed to scale (upwards) in data rates. SONET OC-3c (155 Mbps) and OC-12c (622 Mbps) 
are standard now, and OC-48c (2.4 Gbps) and beyond (OC-192c, OC-768c, etc.) will be trivial 
to standardise. This should be contrasted with the difficulty in arriving at agreement to a single 
order of magnitude increase in the Ethernet standards to 100 Mbps. 
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2.3 Undesirable Characteristics of ATM and B-ISDN 

There are, however, a number of undesirable characteristics of B-ISDN and ATM, prima
rily due to the current standards. The biggest offender is the small cell size of 48 octets pay
load. This was a compromise between two small proposed cell sizes of 32 and 64 bytes, chosen 
by the voice community to avoid the need for echo cancellation. The fact that time scales with 
data rate seems to have escaped the decision making process, and we have an almost unwork
ably small cell size. In fact we may have been better off in the long run if the 16B proposal 
would have initially won; it would have been so small to really be unworkable and cell size 
could have been revisited early on. 

The problem usually cited with small cell size is header overhead, which although not opti
mal is not the main problem. The worst effect of a small cell is the resultant short cell time 
(681ns at OC-12c), which require fast hardware to make decisions about the cell payload. If 
the cell time were somewhat longer (128+16B cell resulting in 1.8 J.l.S for OC-12c, for exam
ple), more could be done in microcontroller software or cheaper hardware. This has pushed the 
availability of ATM chips, particularly for the host-network interface segmentation and reas
sembly, back at least two years for higher data rates. Furthermore, network interface memory 
design and buffering strategies would be easier to implement if the payload length were a 
power of two. 

Another problem is the decision to require sequenced delivery and omit a sequence number 
from the header (necessary, given the small cell size; the AAL3/4 sequence number is intended 
only for error detection but not for resequencing). While it is possible to design switches and 
routing algorithms to enforce all cells in a stream to follow the same path, this considerably 
restricts the design space. Furthermore, there are a number of error scenarios which result in 
effective missequencing, such as lost cells and path reconfiguration. These would be easier to 
deal with if sequence was not required. Finally, there are a number of cases where higher band
width can be obtained by striping of cells across parallel links (such as when multiplexed OC-
12 but not OC-12c circuits are available). This requires a mechanism for preserving cell 
sequence across the parallel lines, but maintaining skew within a cell time is difficult, even per 
hop, and thus makes this scheme hard to implement in practice. 

2.4 Why B-ISDN and ATM Will Succeed 

In spite of the undesirable characteristics imposed by ATM and B-ISDN standards, it seems 
clear that "ATM" (as loosely defined above) and B-ISDN will be the basis of the future broad
band infrastructure. In spite of particular technical problems with the B-ISDN and ATM stan
dards, the fact that there is a standard that had been agreed on for the physical, link, and 
network layers is significant. The whole point of networking is interoperability, and this out
weighs technical compromises and defects. A wide range of network component manufactur
ers and service providers are doing, or planning to do, B-ISDN and ATM, in many cases 
prematurely. This is really a double-edged sword; it is this same premature embracing of 
"ATM" and perception of agreement that is driving us to agree on the final solution and stan-
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dards. The Global Information Infrastructure means the end of proprietary network technolo
gies to any large extent. 

Having said this, we should note again that there is much to still be defined. The easy prob
lems such as cell format, segmentation and reassembly, and physical layer protocols have been 
defined; while the difficult issues of multipoint virtual connection routing and traffic manage
ment are far from settled. We also shouldn't be surprised to see some revisions in the current 
standards. The problems with a small cell size can be overcome by a large cell definition, cell 
size that scales with data rate or cell groups. The connection oriented nature allows this to be a 
connection parameter. Similarly, a larger cell payload would allow a larger header to be used 
for a sequence number without further sacrificing header efficiency. 

There are also RISC-like arguments that come to bear. Some of the proposed traffic man
agement and connection routing schemes are incredibly complex (and will get worse when 
multipoint-to-multipoint connections are fully worked out) with the goal of obtaining optimal 
bandwidth usage. While bandwidth will not be free, it will become sufficiently cheaper that we 
need to consider what effort is worth taking to conserve it in the broadband environment, 
rather than basing our efforts on the cost of bandwidth in the current narrowband environment. 
We may see far more over engineering with simpler control mechanisms than many would 
now like to admit. 

We also should observe that although the connection vs. datagram and ATM vs. IP argu
ments have frequently taken the proportions of a "holy war", there will eventually be peace. In 
a connection oriented "ATM" world, datagrams will have to be supported; this is currently 
being pursued as ABR (available bit rate) traffic. In the IP world, state will be introduced in the 
packet routers to allow QoS (e.g. [ZhDe93], [C1Sh92]). Both camps are trying to solve the 
same problem, and the solutions will converge. The Global Information Infrastructure will be 
based on a B-ISDN/ATM substrate with much of the flavor of existing IP networks and appli
cations (which is not to say that it will be current IP over current ATM). 

3. Challenges in Deploying the Broadband Infrastructure 

Even though we have general agreement on ATM cell relay as the core transport technology 
for the emerging broadband infrastructure, there are a number of problems that have yet to be 
solved and worked into the standards. These technical and practical challenges pose non-trivial 
barriers to the deployment of a broadband Global Information Infrastructure. 

3.1 Technical Problems 

There are a number of very hard problems to be solved to deploy B-ISDN and ATM net
works on a large scale. Virtual connection routing is difficult due to the need to find a path with 
available resources to meet the users requested quality of service parameters, while optimising 
network resources and load balancing. The general case for dynamic multipoint-to-multipoint 
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connections is very challenging indeed, and will require routing heuristics. There are also a 
number of open issues regarding signalling between switches within the network (the NNI: 
network node interface). Added to this are the problems of mobile addressing and the associ
ated dynamic routing and rerouting, which will be increasingly important. 

Whereas using a rate or flow specification to ensure an application's compliance to the traf
fic contract makes it easier to design network interfaces and to engineer switches and buffer 
sizes, it places the burden of determining a reasonable set of parameters on the application or 
user. Although this may be a simple matter for some well behaved or well understood applica
tions such as voice or uncompressed video, it will be exceptionally difficult for other applica
tions, such as for general case multimedia interactive applications or distributed computing. 

The ABR (available bit rate) traffic class is targeted toward this, providing an IP-like data
gram service over ATM networks. Unfortunately, there are a number of cases where this will 
be inadequate. As an example, a user requesting a file transfer using FfP may tolerate some 
variance in the response time it takes to get the file, and thus in the value of the average rate. 
On the other hand, if the file transfer is due to a click on a WWW (world wide web) browser 
(e.g. mosaic) hyperlink, then we would like to have subsecond response time (actually the first 
window should be available in 0(100 ms)), and thus a strict bound on the rate can be computed 
based on size of the first window. So even in the current IP world, communication that has 
been best effort will be demanded with sub-second response times by applications such as the 
www. 

3.2 Unexpected Behavior 

We should note that networks are extremely complex systems of systems, and frequently do 
not exhibit the behavior we would like. A significant example is the fractal or self-similar 
nature of network traffic that has recently been observed [LeTa94]. The assumption in broad
band networking has been that many bursty sources would aggregate to relatively uniform traf
fic, with the corresponding benefits in reduced network resources. The observation of self
similar traffic that is bursty over several orders of magnitude in time questions that assumption. 
Another problem can arise in network control algorithms, an example being the systemic self
synchronisation of routing messages in IP networks [F1Ja94]. This is a case of control mecha
nisms being difficult to predict and tune in very large scale networks. Furthermore, we will 
face problems as we attempt to glue implementations of existing control mechanisms together 
and their interaction is hard to predict (e.g. [MoGu95]). 

3.3 Practical Challenges 

There are a number of additional challenges of a more practical nature, for which the tech
nical solutions are not easy. Network management has always been a difficult problem, but will 
become much more difficult in multiservice multirate giganode broadband networks. 
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Security, privacy, and authentication services will have to be provided. This is a standard 
concern in networks which trades against the desire to share information. This is not a new 
problem, but it is of increasing concern as the number of users having access to networks 
(including crackers) increases, as does the desire to conduct commerce and business across an 
integrated network infrastructure. Electronic fund transfers will no longer have the (perceived) 
physical security of private networks controlled by the banks with switches controlled by tele
phone carriers. 

The architecture of the network and switches to allow the provision of content and the 
deployment of new services and application, some within the network, and some by external 
service providers will become an increasingly challenging problem. The current efforts in IN 
(intelligent networks) targeted toward the telephone network will not be sufficient for emerg
ing integrated broadband networks, and many pieces of the current IN architecture will be sub
sumed by broadband signalling and multipoint connection routing. There will be a greater need 
for the structural and architectural aspects of IN to determine where in the network and 
switches function resides, and to allow the rapid deployment of new services and applications 
without replacing infrastructure. 

These practical issues'\ are complicated by the wide range of host and terminal equipment 
intelligence we should expect for a long time to come. Some of this will be legacy, but a typi
cal home may have an large HDTV set in the living room whose primary interface is not a key
board, a PC which also can display entertainment video, and a number of relatively dumb 
telephone sets. 

3.4 Compatibility, Standards, and the Seamless Network 

The ability to maintain backward compatibility with existing protocols and host software is 
critical, but can impose technical compromises on new protocols and architectures. We will 
have to live in a world of multiprotocol and legacy networks for a long time to come. Existing 
transport protocols, such as TCP and TP4 will be required to operate over new network infra
structure just to support the existing applications which use them. IP has served as a powerful 
unifying layer for heterogeneous sub-networks, and will also have to be supported for the fore
seeable future (and indeed there will be an IP flavor to the ultimate meld of the "ATM" and 
"IP" worlds). Any solutions will have to balance the ability to enhance the performance and 
services of these existing protocols, while providing the new performance and functionality 
desired for emerging applications. 

Similarly, standards are particularly necessary in the network world, since they provide the 
means to allow interoperation, but the premature adoption of poor or overly rigid standards can 
do more harm than good. It is a very tricky business to go from research and experimentation, 
to preliminary standards, to solid standards to which products can be designed. 

The B-IDSN and ATM standards originally assumed a strict and relatively simple hierarchi
cal network structure, with a public backbone network at the top. The current intemetworking 
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reality is far from this, due to the post-divestiture structure of the US telephone network, and 
the structure of the current Internet. The vision of a seamless LAN-MAN-WAM ATM infra
structure will not be realised for some time to come. Furthermore the need for policy based 
routing complicate the original assumptions. 

3.5 Economic Issues 

There are certainly some components of the network infrastructure that are a natural 
monopoly, e.g. we expect controls on who can dig up the street with a backhoe to provide the 
last mile links. On the other hand, we are moving to a more competitive world in the provision 
of host and terminal equipment, as well as services and network content. In the middle there is 
the network infrastructure, and to what degree it should be regulated. 

The emerging network infrastructure should make it easier on the user, but it appears that 
delivery to the home will be available via telephone lines, CATV cable, cellular and PCS com
munications, satellite feeds, and possibly fiber in the power transmission lines. The question 
arises of how many distinct network outlets should be "in the wall". We will have to decide if 
the connectivity between the various local access networks is sufficient or if multiple feeds will 
be required with a local gateway or switch in the home. There are also a number of standard 
issues here relating to new technology, including providing reasonable incentives to deploy 
infrastructure, particularly given regulatory constraints. 

Billing is considerably more difficult for broadband integrated networks than for the case of 
constant rate or leased line communication. It must be based on the resources required for the 
network, which means that in addition to the amount of data transferred and the peak rates 
required, it will have to be based on traffic characteristics such as burstiness. Furthermore, for 
broadband networks to be a success, they will have to be affordable, and the pricing will have 
to be non-linear, but this means that providers of bandwidth will face the reselling of fractional 
bandwidth. Incremental pricing of excess network capacity (e.g. to improve performance by 
prefetching or provide greater video resolution) may be a useful concept, but difficult to imple
ment. 

3.6 ATMHype 

One of the biggest problems with deploying the broadband network infrastructure is really a 
meta-problem. There has been so much hype with ATM, that everyone seems to want to be 
involved, whether or not they have anything to contribute. Although the deployment of test
beds should be encouraged, there will be overdeployment of products and networks that are 
not really ready for production use due to the immaturity of the standards and problems that 
have yet to be solved. We would have been much better just talking about how to deploy 
broadband technology, without creating this thing called "ATM" that everyone wants to sell 
and deploy, frequently prematurely. There are certainly niches where ATM can be deployed 
now, such as in some LAN environments as in backbone networks with permanent connec
tions, but this is different from wide scale deployment in all environments. Furthermore, the 
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users don't really care what the underlying protocols and technologies are, but rather only that 
the applications work and perform as desired. 

4. What We Are Trying to do 

Now that we have discussed the history of-networking, and the current trends in B-IDSN 
and ATM development, we should consider what the real goals of high speed networking are: 

Deliver high bandwidth at low latency to the applications that require it. 

Assuming that we are able to deploy a broadband infrastructure, and have solved all of the 
technical challenges described, where has that gotten us? All we have accomplished is to be 
able to deliver high bandwidth at the network layer. Specifically we still have to deal with the 
speed of light latency (the bandwidth-x-delay product), and we have to deal with the transport 
and higher layer protocols to deliver the bandwidth to applications. This leaves us plenty to 
accomplish with high speed protocol research even if ATM/B-ISDN is a solved problem. 

4.1 Application Requirements 

There are two reasons to need high bandwidth: aggregation and per application bandwidth. 

The current network infrastructure has been estimated by several sources to be 0(1 Tbps). 
As an example, the aggregate bandwidth required during prime time in the US for interactive 
HDTV video on demand is 0(10 Pbps) [NuPa94]. Thus it is clear that we will need a broad
band infrastructure for emerging applications in aggregation. This affects the internal network 
design and network layer protocols more than it does the end nodes or higher layer protocols. 

For the higher layers and end systems, we should consider how much bandwidth a single 
application can use. At the extreme end, a multi-sensory, distributed, projected three-dimen
sional, dynamic virtual reality session ("holodeck") would require extremely high bandwidth 
(It would be a useful exercise to compute the bandwidth required for this). 

A more practical example is the use of the WWW (world wide web) and associated brows
ers (such as mosaic), which is likely to be the killer application we've been waiting for [To94]. 
While the network bandwidth currently supported is rather low, so is the corresponding 
response to files and images that are fetched by clicking on hyperlinks. It is not hard to imagine 
scenarios in which bursts of 0(100 Mbps) would be desired by a single user, particularly when 
large blocks of data are fetched to render into high resolution images [Pa94]. 

We also need to ask what latency is tolerable. The WWW currently behaves as a request/ 
response system, and the standard sub-second response time arguments apply. Thus, from the 
time a user clicks on a hyperlink to the time that the screen is full of whatever was requested 
should not exceed 0(100 ms). Various estimates on the network topology and switch latency, 
coupled with the distance at most half way around the world give us a network latency of 
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0(10-100 ms). Thus we are potentially close to the 0(100 ms) limit, without the transmission 
time of the data and the processing time on the local and server hosts. 

So, we must at least deliver the right piece of information to the user with low latency at the 
end systems. At best, we should predict and prefetch data that will likely be requested next 
(e.g. breadth first using all the hyperlinks in the current page [To94]). We need to recognise 
that like memory, bandwidth is a resource, and idle bandwidth can be used to our advantage to 
effectively beat the speed of light. 

The WWW also gives us a preview of some of the other higher layer issues that will need to 
be addressed. For example, as useful as URLs (uniform resource locators) are, we are already 
seeing dangling pointers when the resource they locate moves or goes away. Furthermore, the 
sheer volume of information available (relatively) instantaneously has created the need for a 
number of new navigation and search tools, such as web robots and spiders, which have proto
col implications on their own. 

5. End-to-End Issues and Principles 

Now let us examine some of the issues important in the delivery of high bandwidth at low 
latency to applications. They assume that the broadband network infrastructure provides a high 
bandwidth, low latency pipeline between end hosts. 

5.1 Host and Network Interface Architecture 

Even though things are improving, there are still significant bottlenecks in current host sys
tems and their network interface. There are several reasons for this, but one of the main ones is 
insufficient bandwidth between the network link and memory. Although researchers are begin
ning to realise this, it has not yet translated into many workstation architectures. Most current 
high performance network interfaces attach to the system bus and use DMA to transfer 
between the network interface and memory. In the ideal case, the network should look much 
more like memory than 1/0 [DeFa91], and data should be pipelined between memory and the 
network with zero store-and-forward hops [StPa93]. 

For integrated media, we need to consider where the streams merge and split. If data, voice, 
and video split at the host-network interface, transmitting them as a single stream through the 
network has not gained us much over using three individual streams. If the streams are to 
remain integrated through the host to the human interface, we need to understand how voice 
and video fit into the host architecture and memory hierarchy. 

We should consider the distinction be between the processor-memory interconnect, periph
eral attach, and the network. There certainly are similarities, and the DAN (desk area network) 
efforts [Fi91], [HaMcC91] attempt to exploit this. But if the internal host interconnect becomes 
part of the seamless ATM fabric, then every processor, memory module, and peripheral must 
have the intelligence of an ATM UNI (user network interface) or NNI (network node inter-
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face), or there must be a separate signalling entity. This raises issues of where and when is seg
mentation and reassembly done, and where raw cell (AALO) interfaces reside. 

5.2 Operating Systems 

A number of the bottlenecks in high speed communications are operating system related, 
and they are being well documented (e.g. [NOSSDAV '95]). These primarily relate to avoiding 
unnecessary context switches, and avoiding extra data copying. In the ideal case, it is possible 
to have only a single context switch pair: one when the application requests the communica
tion operation, and one when the operation is successful and the application can resume (in the 
case of a request for information this is when the first complete piece of information the appli
cation can use is in place on the host and available in the application user space) [StPa93]. 

In considering integrated communications, we note that we know how to engineer operating 
systems for data reasonably well. So although we know how to deal with data in the host mem
ory hierarchy (cache, main store, backing store), what to do with audio and video objects is 
very much an open question. We need to understand how they fit into the memory hierarchy, 
and what is the hierarchy when we consider frame buffers and the like. Furthermore, we know 
how to schedule conventional processes reasonably well, but work on how to deal with the real 
time constraints of mixed media and stream synchronisation is just beginning. 

5.3 Protocols 

First, we should consider what we don't need in protocols for high speed networks: new 
protocols just for the sake of different protocols. There was a flurry of activity in new transport 
protocol design a few years ago, but the protocols are only one piece of the end system bottle
neck. This does not mean that existing high layer protocols in their current form are adequate 
for high speed networks and the corresponding host and network interface architecture, but 
rather that when we create or modify protocols it should be for the right reasons. We should 
also note that the difference between a "new" protocol (e.g. TCP-like replacement) and a 
highly modified "old" protocol (e.g. TCP++) may be in name only. Furthermore, hacking a 
new protocol from an old one by simply omitting what can't be done fast doesn't get us a use
ful protocol. 

Second, we should point out the distinction between what has to be done in support of 
higher data rates, and what has to be done in support of applications that tend to be enabled by 
these higher data rates [Pa94]. There is nothing inherently high speed about multimedia appli
cations, particularly since we have existence proofs of such applications over current 
0( 1 OMbps) LAN s. So a purist view of high speed protocols would be to consider what to do to 
an existing protocol to scale to higher data rates; if everything scales, nothing needs to be done 
[Pa90]. 

On the other hand, the advent of the broadband network infrastructure will enable the wide 
scale deployment of a number of new applications (including multimedia) to a degree not pos-
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sible before. Thus it is reasonable to consider what must be done by the protocols to support 
these emerging applications on the new broadband infrastructure, so long as we understand 
that we are considering a number of things that are not purely "high speed" issues. Thus we 
wish to provide support for new integrated media (data, audio, video, and other sensory) appli
cations over the broadband network infrastructure and the delivery of the high bandwidth 
directly to the application. 

So what do we need in protocols for high speed networks? Generic research on high speed 
protocol architecture is of course important (e.g. [C1Te90], [Fe93], [Zi91]) as is the optimisa
tion of protocol control mechanisms (e.g. [Ja88]). Furthermore, in the spirit of not inventing 
new protocols and interfaces just for the sake of it, the extension of existing protocols (or pro
tocol implementations) such as TCP for high speed should be done when possible (e.g. 
[JaBr92], [Br92]). 

Additionally, protocols which provide support for multicast and multipoint applications will 
be particularly important in the emerging broadband environment. B-ISDN and ATM networks 
provide this support natively at the network layer with multipoint connections. IP networks are 
beginning to provide this with the addition of multicast support [De89] and associated higher 
layer protocols and tools (e.g. [Ja], [Fr94]). 

There are two performance aspects to consider here: bandwidth and latency. Since the 
broadband network infrastructure will support high bandwidths, the protocols must extend this 
end-to-end to the applications. This means: 

• support for high bandwidth host and network interface architecture and operating system 
constructs 

• sufficiently low protocol processing overhead to sustain the bandwidth and not steal exces
sive application CPU cycles or memory 

• provision of required functionality to the application 

So the protocol is really not an end in itself, but rather a "glue" that provides the functionality 
necessary to the application, while sitting on the host and network interface architecture (in 
concert with the operating system) to provide the high bandwidth pipe. 

The second performance aspect is latency (really the bandwidth-x-delay product). Since 
we are already on the margin of sub-second latency for long-haul networks due to the speed of 
light (and to some degree the queueing delay in the switches), the only other thing we can do is 
to effectively beat the speed of light, and the only way to do this is to predict what piece of 
information the application or user will need so that when it is referenced it is already cached 
locally. By treating bandwidth as a resource, information can be prefetched, either using idle 
network bandwidth as available, or by using additional bandwidth that the user is willing to 
pay for to guarantee the enhanced response time. There are various strategies for doing this, 
e.g. by prefetching related memory objects [StPa90] or building a tree of possible future 
requests and preloading them in parallel [To89]. It is the bandwidth-x-delay product that will 
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cause us the most problems in the long run, because latency it is the one thing that cannot scale 
with data rate. 

Finally, given the infancy of B-ISDN and ATM standards and the open issues previously 
discussed, as we move to giganode gigabit networks we will continue to need research at the 
network layer and below on signalling, routing, network engineering, and network manage
ment and administration. 

6. How to Get There 

Broadly, then, we need to pursue several areas: In support of the sorts of applications 
enabled by high speed networks and utilise end-to-end integrated communications we need to 
understand multimedia operating systems and computer architectures. For WANs we need to 
effectively violate the speed of light, by exploring prefetching mechanisms and ways of 
exploiting bandwidth as a resource. 

Vendors of workstations need to recognise that it is important to design high performance 
communication ability into the system, in particular that a high bandwidth path to memory is 
essential. The traditional limit on the cost of a network interface is about ten percent of the cost 
of the entire workstation. In an environment where networking is one of the most important 
thing, this fraction may well be is too small. 

The network is a system of systems, far more complex than the computer systems we have 
seen in the past. Interdisciplinary approaches will be required using mathematics, traditional 
networking, circuits and systems engineering, computer architecture, operating systems, and 
applications. Furthermore the entire spectrum from theory and analysis, modelling and simula
tion, development and design engineering, to implementation testing and measurement will be 
required. 

While traditional performance analysis remains important, we will have to place more 
emphasis on new theory and models, particularly chaos and fractals, general system theory, 
and game theory (e.g. [Sh94]). 

We also will need the infrastructure to allow us to do this research. The seeding of testbeds 
(e.g. the Gigabit Testbeds in the US [CNRI94]) aim to help solve the classic "chicken and egg" 
problem; the chicken being the network infrastructure and the egg being the applications that 
run on them and enable them (or the other way around). In the future we will need to consider 
even more aggressive programs to encourage a sense of community among the varied disci
plines necessary to develop high speed networks, and to allow reuse and interoperation of the 
various data, tools, and models [K1St93]. The WWW is certainly a step in this direction, partic
ularly in enabling the sharing of information, but doesn't provide us the mechanisms to do 
things like run distributed simulations and emulations, and glue together diverse tools and 
models. 
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7. Summary 

We can expect the emerging broadband network infrastructure to be based on ATM cell 
relay technology, but there are significant technical and practical challenges to be solved in 
deploying a broadband Global Information Infrastructure. The easy problems have been stan
dardised; the difficult ones, particularly multipoint signalling, connection routing, and traffic 
management are still open. 

The ATM and IP communities are trying to solve the same problems, and the two will 
merge into a single community. The resultant network will have the flavor of both, with more 
over engineering and less predictability than currently expected in the ATM community, and 
more state and user QoS demands than currently expected in the IP community. Even when 
this is accomplished, all we have provided is an integrated network infrastructure that is capa
ble of transporting high bandwidth. We still have not solved the latency problem (bandwidth
x-delay product) for WAN applications, or provided for the delivery of this bandwidth to the 
applications through the host architecture and operating systems. 

So, the answer to whether high speed protocols have a life after ATM is a resounding "yes". 
More work needs to be done in implementing host architectures, operating systems, and net
work interfaces that deliver the high network bandwidth to applications that need it. The only 
solution to the latency problem is to beat the speed of light by predictive prefetching or pre
loading of information. If we are to gain much by an integrated media network, we need to 
extend this to multimedia host architectures and operating systems. The higher layer protocols 
are the "glue" that provide the necessary functionality to the application, while running on the 
broadband infrastructure. 
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